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The Choctaw Intelligencer’s editorial commentary 
varied greatly when it came to Choctaw-Chickasaw relations with the 
United States between 1849 and 1852.1 The most poignant opinions ex-
pressed in the Intelligencer, published in Doaksville, Choctaw Nation, 
came from letter writers and centered on the roles of men and women 
and what it meant to be “Indian.”2 Spanish, British, and French colo-
nialists had disrupted traditional gender roles of all southeastern tribes 
centuries before.3 By 1851 traditional roles were being turned on their 
heads in Indian Territory. Traditional Choctaws reacted with hostility 
to the gender bias imposed by American missionaries and to the pa-
triarchal role foisted on men accustomed to a tradition of matrilineal 
property rights and autonomy. Later in the 1850s civil war threatened 
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between traditionalists and proponents of assimilation, with social 
tension exacerbated by sharp increases in the number of white  intrud-
ers.4 Concepts of race, likewise, were in flux. Americans and many elite 
natives considered “mixed bloods” to be above “full bloods” but below 
whites.5 “Tubbee” and his nieces and other native writers touched on 
all of these issues in letters to the editor of the Choctaw Intelligencer 
in 1851. The words in the letters are themselves artifacts of native 
literacy, considered then as the most important mark of “progress.” 
Historian Jill Lepore observed that Indian literacy among nineteenth-
century Americans as well as proassimilation natives “most of all,
marked the line between savagery and civilization.”6

The newspaper, although a general circulation paper of probably 
never more than three hundred units but more widely distributed and 
read than average because of its unusual status as an Indian newspa-
per, did not strive for objectivity. Its editors and publishers were not 
disinterested journalists. The Choctaw Intelligencer, with L. D. Also-
brook as publisher and J. P. Kingsbury and the Reverend J. E. Dwight 
as editors, became the second newspaper published in the Choctaw 
Nation in late 1849, following the commercial failure of the Choctaw 
Telegraph.7 Not much is known about Alsobrook, but in 1836 an ac-
countant by the same name helped sell lots for the new town of George-
town, Alabama, on land ceded in 1836 by the Chickasaws. Operation 
of a counting house being a good background for the publisher of a 
newspaper, this could have been the same Alsobrook.8 Kingsbury was 
a son of the Reverend Cyrus Kingsbury, a Presbyterian missionary to 
the Choctaws, pastor of a church at Doaksville, and early minister to 
slaves.9 Cyrus Kingsbury, a native of New Hampshire, came west from 
Mississippi with the Choctaws. The Yankee missionary personally op-
posed slavery but accepted it as a legal institution.10 Dwight, a Choc-
taw, later worked with J. P. Kingsbury to translate hymns into the 
Choctaw language.11 

Alsobrook, J. P. Kingsbury, and Dwight spelled out their goals in 
their prospectus for the Choctaw Intelligencer: “We wish to make it 
a permanent paper—useful to the citizens and residents of the Choc-
taw Nation; and a Channel through which the people can communicate 
with each other on all matters of Public Interest. To this end, for the 
benefit of such as may not understand English, we design to devote 
one page of each number, to the Choctaw language.”12 Kingsbury and 
Dwight intended the Intelligencer to be “an advocate of genuine moral-
ity, sound education, and Temperance; and a source of information in 
regard to agriculture, and the markets, &c. &c.” They promised that 
space would be given to “sketches of history, Indian traditions, man-
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Reverend Cyrus Kingsbury home, also listed as the John Kingsbury home, in Boggy 
Depot, photograph taken c. 1930s (Muriel Wright Collection, OHS Research Division).

Reverend Cyrus Kingsbury, missionary to 
the Choctaws. He was the father of Choc-
taw Intelligencer editor J. P. Kingsbury 
(Constance E. Caswell Collection, OHS Re-
search Division). 
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Front page of the Choctaw 
Intelligencer published in 
Doaksville, Choctaw Nation 
for Wednesday, October 15, 
1851 (Oklahoma Historical 
Society Photograph Collection, 
OHS Research Division).

ners and Customs, and to such other subjects as may be suitably in-
troduced in a Family newspaper.” They invited communication from 
across the Choctaw Nation—and the world.13

“Tubbee,” the nom de plume used by an obviously mixed-heritage 
Choctaw, joined a public colloquy on the types of settlers welcome in 
the Choctaw Nation with an open letter “To the Young Men of the 
United States,” published June 4, 1851.14 He proposed to throw open 
the doors of the Choctaw Nation to white settlers but not just anyone: 
only “those of you who have attained twenty-one years—those of you 
who are not married, and those of you who have neither lands nor 
homes.” First, however, Tubbee wanted white readers to know some-
thing about their potential hosts: 

I shall in the first place tell you that we are Choctaws, and that 
we are no savages. Those of you who have never heard of or seen 
us, may consider that we are real savages, sure enough; but gen-
tlemen, I assure you that we are not in the same condition we 
were when your forefathers first found us. Here we have schools. 
Here we have religion—and, thank God, it is the true Protestant 
religion.15
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Tubbee then got right to the point, staking a clear position in a de-
bate over “Indianness” that persists in Oklahoma, giving an early ex-
ample of the kind of thinking that led eventually to the nation being 
subsumed by white civilization. More to his immediate point, Tubbee 
further narrowed the invitation:

Gentlemen, I believe very strongly in the doctrine of amalgama-
tion of the Anglosaxon blood and of the Aboriginal race. I consider 
it is the best in the whole world. Gentlemen, would you leave the 
land of your birth and come and seek Big Fortune in this far off 
west? I invite you to come. You will certainly find it. Now, young 
gentlemen, take good notice. I am only inviting such of you as 
would make good citizens. If you follow gambling, we don’t want 
you. If you use profane language we don’t want you. If you are 
given to low cunning and chicanery, we don’t want you. If you are 
descendants of the Tories of the revolution, we don’t want you. If 
you are in the habit of drinking liquor why, we don’t want you at 
all. We don’t make any ardent spirits here; stay where you are 
and drink your liquor. We don’t want you here. We have one or 
two white men among us who love to drink liquor, and who are 
very hard to govern. These are as many as we can possibly get 
along with. We don’t want any more of this class of white men 
among us, if we can help it. Please to excuse my roughness.16

Tubbee’s letter expressed remarkable candor. Tubbee explicitly in-
vited the kind of settlers that historian Francis Jennings so baldly—
and fairly—described as those for whom “the common purpose was to 
exploit rather than to settle” in his remarkable 1975 work, The Inva-
sion of America: Indians, Colonialism and the Cant of Conquest.17 Tub-
bee would give another twist to Jennings’s upside-down thesis that it 
was the Americans who invaded America: come Americans, invade the 
still-new Choctaw Nation now as well.

Seen through a twenty-first-century lens, Tubbee’s letter seems al-
most a parody: “Gentlemen, I will tell you that our girls are tolerably 
well educated. They are fully capable of attending to housewifery, and 
there are no young men to marry them. I have now come at last to the 
very point. Your fortune, your happiness and your all, are centered in 
these two words, ‘feminine gender.’”18 Could it have been written by a 
speculating white masquerading as a Choctaw? The editors printed 
the letter without comment, which suggests that they accepted it at 
face value. Despite his apparent enthusiasm Tubbee did not paint a 
picture of pure paradise. He pointed out that Choctaw law required 
that a white man live two years in the nation “before taking a ‘squaw,’ 
and, during which time he has got to prove himself to his intended 
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companion by ‘making’ big thumping ears of corn.” Two years would 
pass quickly. “Marriage is then solemnized and consummated. After 
this he goes and selects a rich spot for his farm and residence. Now 
mind, young gentlemen, he gets his good farming land without paying 
a cent for it!”19

Some context for Tubbee’s letter emerged three weeks later in the 
June 25, 1851, issue of the Intelligencer. “Herodotus,” another Choctaw 
writer using an alias, wrote in praise of Colonel John Drennen, acting 
superintendent of the Western Territory, for giving “notice to those 
white men, who are not fit to dwell among us, to leave the Nation.” 
Allowing them to stay, with their drunkenness, gambling, and other 
vice, would “certainly infect us with their contaminated influences and 
examples,” Herodotus warned. Herodotus wanted to rid the Choctaw 
Nation not only of recent white settlers of questionable character but 
also of certain mixed-race descendants of white men who had inter-
married with Choctaw women before the removal. He carefully avoided 
condemning all whites or their mixed-race descendants.

I am really happy to say that we have had some noble white men; 
who came and married among us. It was these very white men, 
who preserved our national existence; and their descendants have 
taken their place in upholding the Choctaw Nation from sinking 
into oblivion. We have some noble ones among us now, and they 
are a great blessing and honor to our country. I am for raising 
a noble race of men. My countrymen, what do you say to this? 
Will you give your daughters in marriage to these low, trifling, 
and loafering white men? Shall we all give our daughters to such 
men? I tell you my countrymen, it would be the worst thing we 
could do. I tell you, that they are not the descendants of the im-
mortal Washington. It would be very hard for them to trace up 
their genealogies. If we were to give our daughters to them, what 
a generation [of] vipers, drunkards, gamblers and cutthroats 
would be raised up!! My country-men, I tremble! at the idea of 
raising up such men.20

Herodotus’s letter perfectly framed the thin line separating the 
prevalent ideas of civilization and savagery and indicated how eas-
ily that line could blur. To borrow the simple matrix historian Robert 
F. Berkhofer Jr. used to explain the fictional western and the Indian 
in popular culture, some white men in Herodotus’s world and their 
mixed-heritage descendants played the role of outlaw and some played 
the role of hero. Herodotus and, arguably, the Choctaw Intelligencer 
itself played roles as agents of civilization.21
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Notices from the Choctaw Intelligencer, 
October 15, 1851 (Oklahoma Historical 
Society Photograph Collection, OHS 
Research Division).

The next month another Choctaw, supposedly a woman writing un-
der another pen name “Squaw,” responded to Tubbee directly. Squaw’s 
letter purported to answer for all Choctaw women and read like a com-
pilation of thoughts from several individuals. The letter writer seemed 
to hold whites in lower regard than did Tubbee and suggested that 
only the organized authority of the Choctaw Nation kept whites under 
control. It is impossible to tell whether the letter is what it appears to 
be. As with Tubbee’s letter the editors printed Squaw’s letter with no 
comment:

There are several white men in these parts who are married in 
the Nation, and some single gentlemen, and if they are specimens 
of the whites, we think they would be more than we could manage 
individually; and that we are doing very well to marry our own 
Tubbees. Besides, it would look curious for a young gentleman 
who had been well brought up and well educated, to come out here 
and marry a squaw. We really do think that only trifling ones do 
come out; we would rather they would stay where they are, for we 
dislike very much to be troubled in any way with them.22

Squaw also took exception to Tubbee’s desire to see men with no 
homes or lands come to the Choctaw Nation: “We wish plainly to be 
understood that we do not want such young men who have no homes, 
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for if they were of any account they would have homes, and not be 
wandering about through the Indian nation in quest of homes.”23 Fi-
nally, Squaw dismissed Tubbee’s contention that Choctaw girls went 
wanting for husbands in a way that shows just where racial lines were 
drawn more than 150 years ago in the Choctaw Nation:

Our young gentlemen of the Nation have homes. If it is said that 
there are none to marry us, we can say that there are a good many 
young gentlemen that are married and doing well, and what is 
the reason why it is thought the rest of them will not do as well. 
If we are squaws, we are doing far better than the young ladies of 
the Abolition land, where they are courted and gallanted by the 
Darkey gentlemen, and even marry these very Mr. Kinky Heads.24

In late August the editors finally offered their own limited remarks 

on the subject of intermarriage in the form of an introduction to yet 
another anonymous letter, this one from a white man living in western 
Arkansas and signed “A Friend to the Indian Lassie.” The tone of the 
editors’ remarks seemed to suggest that the entire exchange of letters 
might have been written at least somewhat tongue-in-cheek. The male 
editors surely found the discussion amusing, at least: “Although we are 
not permitted to name the author, we will take the liberty of mention-
ing to our young lady readers, that he is young, handsome and vain, and 
is doubtless their friend. Perhaps some silent sorrow makes him speak 
feelingly on the subject.”25 Friend, the anonymous writer, complained 

Advertisements and notices from the 
Choctaw Intelligencer, October 15, 
1851 (Oklahoma Historical Society 
Photograph Collection, OHS Re-
search Division).
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Map of Fort Towson and Doaksville, Indian Territory, compiled by Peter J. Hudson from 
a map furnished by T. H. Hadden of Springfield, Missouri, 1865 (OHS Map Collection, 
OHS Research Division).
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that Choctaw and Cherokee marriage laws worked against progressive 
Choctaw and Cherokee parents. The Choctaws required white men to 
teach school or farm for two years to earn the right to intermarry; the 
Cherokees required public application for a marriage permit from the 
National Council. Friend protested that such obstacles discouraged 
good white men from residency in the Indian nations even as the num-
ber of “cultivated and refined young ladies in want of husbands” grew, 
spurred by the “the pride of parents, who procure them instruction in 
philosophy and music, thus fitting them for husbands, and society, and 
rendering them more tempting to us young white men.” In the United 
States, Friend wrote, young white men had no reason to toil two years 
before being allowed to marry. Friend found Choctaw and Cherokee 
marriage laws simply “selfish and cruel.”26

Finally, Tubbee wrote again. His second, and last, letter left more 
questions about the identities of the letter writers and their true mo-
tives than it answered. In her letter to the Choctaw Intelligencer, 
Squaw had hidden that she was, in fact, Tubbee’s niece. The exchange 
of letters stemmed at least in part from a squabble between the old-
er man and the younger, “ungovernable and unmanageable” woman. 
Tubbee wrote: “Most of the young Tubbees and young Squaws are my 
nephews and nieces. I am now trying my best to snatch them from 
dwindling into pigmies.” As for Squaw, “Our mother Eve’s fallen na-
ture has been alarmingly and shockingly developed in every sentence 
she has written.” His nieces who had married “Tubbees,” Tubbee in-
sisted, “are doing badly. They live miserable with their Tubbees.” He 
disputed Squaw’s claim that young, single Choctaw men had homes 
beyond their communal claim to Choctaw lands. 

But then Tubbee’s letter turned sharply as he shifted to praise the 
niece he had just accused of brandishing Eve’s sin so brazenly. Many 
young, single Choctaw men who managed to live good lives, Tubbee 
wrote, owed it neither to Choctaw law nor to whites’ influence but to 
Squaw herself, who apparently worked to sway the nation’s Tubbees 
away from the “ball ground, grog shop, gambling table” and other 
sources of vice and indolence. The months-long dialogue among anony-
mous letter writers, after broaching topics of such broad interest for 
the Choctaws and their white neighbors, ended with a touching remark 
that showed just how personally the topic of intermarriage and notion 
of civilization and savagery resonated with individual Choctaws. Tub-
bee disagreed with Squaw in her estimation of young Choctaw men in 
general but expressed pride in what he saw as a form of missionary 
work on her part:
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It was this very identical female warrior who has snatched them 
from these places of torment. This female warrior has also con-
verted the young men’s pistols and bowie knives into plough 
shears and pruninghooks. The wilderness and the solitary places 
in our country are now occupied by young gentlemen farmers, and 
they will soon make those places bloom as the rose. This is really 
very good news. I wish to say one word to those young gentlemen 
who have been saved by this wonderful female warrior. You are 
under an obligation to this Amazon and if any one of you should 
gain and bring her to the hymenial altar, you will have a warrior 
for your partner in this life.27

Considering the natures of both pseudonymous letters to the editor 
and Choctaw culture in the mid-nineteenth century, it is likely that 
Tubbee, as an older man, felt some responsibility toward all young 
Choctaw women, especially those in his clan. Donna Akers points out 
that a Choctaw meeting another Choctaw for the first time would con-
sider him or her an itibapishbi, a brother or sister, until precise kin-
ship could be determined. It makes sense that Tubbee would regard  
younger people, the sons and daughters of others closer to his age, as 
nieces and nephews.”28

The saga of Tubbee and Squaw, something of a family’s inside story, 
one with broad implications for the Choctaw Nation, played out in the 
pages of the Choctaw Intelligencer. The bilingual nature of the little 
Choctaw paper in out-of-the-way Doaksville precludes easy answers 
to important questions surrounding cultural differences and “other-
ness” as it applies to Indian texts. Which came first, the text or the 
translation? Which was the “other”?29 It rattles  expectations of “how 
an ‘Indian’ writer should talk”—a set of assumptions often jarred when 
American Indian writers express themselves through Euro-American 
culture, especially when seen through the long lens of history.30 The 
words and thoughts of Squaw add blunt complexity to common modern 
notions surrounding American Indian women in nineteenth-century 
Indian Territory.31 She was an unusual example of the kind of impor-
tant Indian woman that historian Clara Sue Kidwell considered crucial 
cultural mediators.32 “Native people,”  Kidwell wrote, “have written lit-
tle in their own words, and what there is has been written primarily by 
men. Women’s words are not the stuff of history.”33 But Squaw’s were.

Nonetheless, questions swirled from this handful of letters to the ed-
itors of a frontier Indian newspaper. Uncertainty surrounded “Indian-
ness”—did that mean members and would-be members of the Choctaw 
republic or native Choctaws only? Questions emerged over the accept-
ed roles of traditional natives versus whites and their mixed-heritage 
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descendants. Ambiguity arose over different concepts of morality and 
the complex composition of nineteenth-century Indian racism. These 
and the purely personal elements of the “Tubbee-Squaw” family drama 
touched every Indian and white who read about it.
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